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For security reasons, we do not store your password. Your password will be reset and the new one will be sent. Back to The Login We found that you can make automatic requests from a virus-infected computer or from an abusive shared IP address. To protect our partners, we have blocked these
requests, we will restore them as soon as possible. If you want to visit the ad, please fill out the form below to make sure you are not an automated bot or virus infected user. LocationSão Paulo(69)Paraná(8)Santa Catarina(7)Distrito Federal(5)Minas Gerais(4)Espírito Santo(3)Bahia(2)Rio de Janeiro(2)Rio
Grande do Sul(2)See allAno2016(1)2015(5)2014(23)2013(28)2010(1)1996(5)1995(7)19 94(3)1987(1)View allPriceUp to R$30,000(33)R$30,000 to R$75,000(35)More than R$75,000(40)SellerConcessionaire(100)Private(5)ConditionNew(3)Used(102)Kilometers(3)0 to 50,000 km(33)50,000 to 75,000
km(36)75,000 to 100,000 km(22)100,000 km or more(8)Body typeHatch(36)Coupé(5)Sedan(3)Fuel typeGasoline(99)Alcohol(3)Gasoline and alcohol(2)Diesel(1)Doors2(72)3(31 )4(1)TransmissionAutomatic(52)Manual(50)CorWhite(34)Black(13)Beige(11)Blue(10)Red(8)Green(6)Silver(2)Dark
Gray(2)Yellow(2)See allElectric Direction(30)Mechanical(30)Hydraulic(16)Armored It is shielded(2)Other characteristicsWith ABS(48) Brakes With air conditioning (49) With alarm (48)With electric door locks (2)With electric windows (45)Other people have explored THEKIA Automatic PicantoL200
SportL200 usedLinea Essence 2012MaseratiMerced C300 ConvertibleMercedes 45 AMG The Mercedes A45Mercedes GLA 2015 Cooper JCWTransmissionManualFuelFuel and alcoholDoors4Meet-the After the Beetle came beetle, with the lower ceiling and aggressive visual collection / Four Wheels
Having a Beetle has always been an exercise of patience: the original was never an example of agility and The New Beetle did little to improve in this area. VW only took on the sporty character in the 2013 line, replete with torque, power and remarkable dynamic behavior. Vineyard from Mexico in one
version: 2.0 TSI turbocharged and direct injection 200 hp and 28.5 m/s at a speed of only 1700 rpm. Almost all of them had a dual DSG transmission with six gears and butterflies for changes on the steering wheel. It is this exchange that makes the Beetle so enjoyable: the exchanges are made in a
higher turn, with an explosion in exhaust, like in racing cars or in audi sports. Although cheaper, manual sharing brings only full-bodied snoring in the exhaust. And it's not just noise. It ranges from 0 to 100 km/h for 7.3 s and reaches 223 km/h without sacrificing consumption, with 9.7 km/l in the city and
13.1 km/l on the road in our test. The airfield is an integral part of the new Beetle, which ceased to be imported in the 2016 Collection / Four wheel numbers worse than that of Jetta 2.0 TSI, but acceptable due to aerodynamics Even firmly, the suspension does not jeopardize comfort and brings stability
and traction control. These are standard front and side airbags, launch ramp assistant, front and rear parking sensors, 17 rim wheels, onboard computer, autopilot and multimedia with touchscreen and Bluetooth. In addition to the DSG, the best options are a digital air buffalo, leather, an electrochromic
rear-view mirror, a sunroof, an 18-wheeled wheel with 235/45 tires, a rain sensor, bixenon headlights with LED DRL, GPS and Fender sound system. The space is suitable for four people, but is not misleading: the style of the 30s overlaps with the function and trunk, volume of 310 liters, ends with any
family use. Continues after the advertisements subtly bee steering wheel and accelerator anchored on the floor nostalgia details that compensate for these limitations. The Beetle panel played with its rounded exterior lines Collection / Four Wheels Home novelty model 2014 was the exchange of the first
generation EA888 engine for the second (CPLA): it was 211 hp due to reduced internal friction and revision of electronics. The R-Line package was added to the additional list, adding a tire pressure sensor, black rear-view mirrors, redesigned bumpers and unique parts inside. In 2015, it came only with
DSG, and in 2016 imports stopped. It is easy to buy a Beetle in good condition thanks to a huge (and expensive) authorized network and knowledge of independent workshops. But be careful with the DSG, which requires special maintenance, and the manual version of the clutch parts are expensive and
hard to find.  Where the animal lifts the steering box: The Servotronic can represent the noise from the gaps in the electric motor support case. To fix them, just outsize the fastening screws. DSG Exchange: Fluid exchange should occur every 60,000 km or in the sixth change, depending on what comes
first. This is usually neglected because of the high cost (about R$1800). Engine: Special attention to the tension of the current of the valve drive: in extreme cases the valves can shock the pistons, with serious damage to both components. Carbonation: A common problem caused by direct injection is the
large accumulation of coal in the intake valves. The failure is due to the high sulphur content in our gasoline. Preparation: Escape from cars that have received remapping and increased turbo pressure. This generates more torque and power, but compromises the life of the engine. Clutch: Check out your
status in the manual version: a set with a drive, plateau and drive costs more than R$7,000 online and is not available for rapid delivery in a parallel market. Reminds: There are only two: fuel line leakage (models 2014 and 2015) and risk of failure of the drive mine engine valves (models 2015 and 2016).
Voice Owner Name: Leandro Bertotti Age: 35 Years Profession: Businessman City: Chapeco (SC) What I Love: Besides beautiful, it has a very efficient engine, with low consumption and exciting performance. The level of equipment is also pleasing, with a digital air bison, xenon headlights and a



panoramic hatch. What I hate: Suspended stiffness reduces comfort on poorly paved roads and 18-wheeled wheels require double care with holes. It lacks folding mirrors and electric seats. Средняя используемая цена (таблица kbb Brazil) Модель 2014 2015 2016 2017 SPORT 2.0 TSi Руководство
69,929 76,243 - - SPORT 2.0 TSi DSG 73 090 80.164 86.586 102.559 - Значения в реалах, рассчитанные KBB Brazil для покупки по определенной цене запчастей Оригинальные параллельные части переднего бампера R$ 3,492 R$ 1,430 Полный фары (каждый) R $ 2394 R $ 740
тормозный диск (передняя пара) R $ 1390 R $ 1070 тормозные колодки (передняя пара) R $ 712 R $ 370 демпферов (четыре) R $ 1 / $ 6,316 R $ 2200 Мы сказали, коллекция / четыре колеса декабря 2012 года: Обмен выше 4000 об / мин следуют типичные pipoco трек автомобилей или
горячекровных видов спорта Volkswagen Group, таких как Audi TTS. This sound, however, is more present in the Beetles equipped with the DSG (double gearbox clutch brand, with super-fast exchanges). Also think about... Citroen DS3/DS 3 Collection / Four Wheels: French hot hatch is another good
option for those who don't need hitchhiking. Its 1.6 turbocharged and direct injection 165 hp and 24.5 m/s comes in conjunction with a six-speed manual transmission. On our track it has s healed from 0 to 100 km/h for 7.6, but at a meek pace little drinks: he does 11.4 km/l in the city and 16.9 km/l on the
road. Continues after self-service advertisingused guide See the cost of your next car, online and without commitment. Simulate funding Page 2 See the cost of your next car, online and without compromise. Simulate funding Page 3 See the cost of your next car, online and without compromise. Simulate
funding Page 4 See the cost of your next car, online and without compromise. Imitate Funding InstaCarro has developed this buying and selling guide to help you negotiate used cars. Are you going to sell used FUSCA? Take a free trial of your car with InstaCarro, get offers from merchants and get money
in your account within 24 hours. Year of FIPE Myung Value. max market. 2013 R$64,113.00 R $47,143.00 R $63,470.00 If you sold or bought a used car you probably heard in the FIPE table. This is one of the price links of used cars. But it's almost never it is possible to sell your used table at the cost of
the table. Select and compare different years Year 1 2.0 TSI SPORT 16V GASOLINE 2P MANUAL MANUAL FUSCA2013 Why can't I sell my car for the price of a fipe table? The Fipe table is designed to help the consumer calculate the cost of cars, motorcycles and trucks. It is considered the highest
benchmark in Brazil for those who want to buy or sell a used car. But in the end, why can't I sell my car for the price of the list? The answer is simple: because the Fipe table does not take into account the individual characteristics of vehicles and models that have a direct impact on the resale price, such
as car conservation status, potential for sale in the current market or region. The Fipe table index is based on painstaking collection at the national level, but does not reflect the numerous characteristics of the cars mentioned above. Thus, the Fipe table serves as a strong guide to the cost of the car, but
does not mean certainty of the final resale value. How to properly value a car with FIPE as a reference? If you are selling or buying a used car, consider the Fipe table as the maximum price link and know that the probability of reaching this value is low. We recommend a critical look at the conditions of
use and shooting of the rated car, as they will be decisive for the final price. Carefully and impartially analyze elements such as engine, paint, tires and interior of the car. To help you in this process, InstaCarro makes available, in this guide to buying and selling, real trading values, so you have the best
link to the final resale value of various vehicles. If you already have a specific car in mind, enter the details of it below and know the real value in the current market now. Check out for free the real value of your car! Want to buy or sell VOLKSWAGEN FUSCA 2.0 TSI SPORT 16V PETROL 2P MANUAL?
Stay tuned for some important tips: Price correctly calculate the potential value of the vehicle on the market and do not create false expectations. The Fipe table, for example, serves as the maximum reference because it does not represent the market value of the vast majority of vehicles. Take this into
account when buying or selling a car. Efforts to sell or buy a car can be a time consuming task. The success of car advertising on sales sites depends on a good description, relevant photos and sellers who promptly answer the questions of potential buyers. Visiting the resale of vehicles is also a task that
can require considerable effort. Weather Reflects on the best way to buy or sell your car, as this will make all the difference in the time of sale. Announcing the sale of sites, for example, may take several months for a potential buyer to interest and actually buy a car. Visiting several shops or dealerships
also takes a good time. It's time. Stay tuned when you pay or receive the amount for buying or selling and transferring documents to the car. Make sure the buyer or seller is a suitable and well-intentioned person to avoid financial losses. We have appeared to facilitate the sale of cars in Brazil. Our
platform brings together people who want to sell their used car with accredited retailers who want to buy them. Thus, we guarantee the sale of the car within a few hours - without bureaucracy and delays. You get paid within 24 hours and don't have to worry about anything. Just planning a trial with no
obligation to sell the car today. It's just you don't have to understand by car. We will help you and take care of everything. It is safe to inspect your professional car and market experience. It's a fast innovative technology to buy and sell. Sale.
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